Fitting Your New Dyane Hood
Tools you will need: a Phillips screwdriver (cross-head), a flat-head screwdriver, pencil,
something to make a small clean hole with e.g. belt hole punch, a bit of wood for hammering on,
a hammer and punch, and a third hand
Removing Your Old Hood :
♦ Unscrew the press-studs at the back corners of the hood. (These will be refitted to the new
hood.)
♦ The back bar of the hood should be held on by self-tapping screws from inside the car, which
should be removed
♦ Detach hood from the front clamp-bar and undo side poppers
♦ The old hood can now be rolled right back and lifted clear
♦ The back bar may have been bedded in with sealer, in which case prise it out carefully with
the flat-head screwdriver
Fitting Your New Hood:
♦ Screw the back bar of the hood into place, using the external press-studs first, and then the
internal self-tappers
♦ Roll the hood forward and relocate the front of the hood onto the clamp-bar
♦ With the hood closed, feel for the position of the 4 press studs on the car body and mark the
centre points of these with a pencil on the outside of the canvas.
♦ The following instructions need to be repeated for each popper
♦ Make a hole through the canvas, just big enough to put the shaft of the popper through
♦ Put the shaft through the hole so that the shiny flat bit is on the outside
♦ Open the hood all the way back and drop the dish section of the popper over the shaft which
should now be pointing upwards
♦ Lay the shiny flat bit on the bit of wood and split the shaft with the hammer and Phillips
screwdriver (your third hand could be useful here!)
♦ With the hammer and punch, flatten the split shaft into the dish of the popper
♦ Close the hood and pop the poppers on
♦ If you make a mistake, as a last resort you can move the part of the popper which is on your
Dyane body!
Remember to follow the instructions on the leaflet “Maintaining Your 2CV Canvas Hood” which is
available on our website.
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